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Systems Theory is the transdisciplinary study of the abstract 

organization of phenomena, independent of their substance, type, or 

spatial or temporal scale of existence. It investigates both the 

principles common to all complex entities, and the (usually 

mathematical) models which can be used to describe them.



The systems view was based on several fundamental ideas. First, all 

phenomena can be viewed as a web of relationships among 

elements, or asystem. Second, all systems, whether electrical, 

mechanical, biological, or social, have common patterns, behaviors, 

and properties that can be understood and used to develop greater 

insight into the behavior of complex phenomena and to move closer 

toward a unity of science. System philosophy, methodology and 

application are complementary to this science.
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1. Systems have a structure that is defined by its parts and processes.

2. Systems are generalizations of reality.

3. Systems tend to function in the same way. 

4. The various parts of a system have functional as well as structural 

relationships between each other.

5. The fact that functional relationships exist between the parts 

suggests the flow and transfer of some type of energy and/or matter.

6. Systems often exchange energy and/or matter beyond their defined 

boundary with the outside environment, and other systems, through 

various input and output processes.

7. Functional relationships can only occur because of the presence 

of a driving force.

8. The parts that make up a system show some degree of integration 
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Elements - are the kinds of parts (things or substances) that make up 

a system.

Attributes - are characteristics of the elements that may be perceived 

and measured.

Relationships - are the associations that occur between elements and 

attributes.
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Isolated System - a system that has no interactions beyond its 

boundary layer.

Closed System - is a system that transfers energy, but not matter, 

across its boundary to the surrounding environment.

Open System - is a system that transfers both matter and energy can 

cross its boundary to the surrounding environment.
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Morphological System - this is a system where we understand the 

relationships betweenelements and their attributes in a vague sense 

based only on measured features or correlations. In other words, we 

understand the form or morphology a system has based on the 

connections between its elements. We do not understand exactly 

how the processes work to transfer energy and/or matter through the 

connections between the elements.
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Cascading System - this is a system where we are primarily interested 

in the flow of energy and/or matter from one element to another and 

understand the processes that cause this movement. In a cascading 

system, we do not fully understand quantitative relationships that 

exist between elements related to the transfer of energy and/or 

matter.
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Process-Response System - this is a system that integrates the 

characteristics of both morphological and cascading systems. In a 

process-response system, we can model the processes involved in 

the movement, storage, and transformation of energy and/or matter 

between system elements and we fully understand how the form of 

the system in terms of measured features and correlations.
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Control System - a system that can be intelligently manipulated by 

the action of humans.
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Ecosystem - is a system that models relationships and interactions 

between the various biotic and abiotic components making up a 

community or organisms and their surroundng physical environment.
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In this lecture the word systems is used to refer specifically to self-

regulating systems, i.e. that are self-correcting through feedback. 

Self-regulating systems are found in nature, including the 

physiological systems of our body, in local and global ecosystems, 

and in climate.
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Feedback is a mechanism, process or signal that is looped back to 

control a system within itself. Such a loop is called a feedback loop. 

In systems containing an input and output, feeding back part of the 

output so as to increase the input is positive feedback (regeneration); 

feeding back part of the output in such a way as to partially oppose 

the input is negative feedback (degeneration).
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Cybernetics is most applicable when the system being analysed is 

involved in a closed signal loop; that is, where action by the system 

causes some change in its environment and that change is fed to the 

system via information (feedback) that causes the system to adapt to 

these new conditions: the system's changes affect its behavior. This 

circular causal relationship is necessary and sufficient for a 

cybernetic perspective



The roots of the application of control theory or feedback in 

engineering reach far back; so too, it was noticed by certain 

biologists that control or the maintenance of equilibrium is one of 

the basic properties of life. However, the unifying theory of control 

and communication as applicable both to living systems and to 

machines built by man was first generally recognized only in 1948 

with the publication of Wiener's book Cybernetics, or Control and 

Communication in the Animal and the Machine.











Equilibrium describes the average condition of a system, as measured 

through one of its elements or attributes, over a specific period of 

time. There are six types of equilibrium:









A complex system is a system composed of interconnected parts that 

as a whole exhibit one or more properties (behavior among the 

possible properties) not obvious from the properties of the individual 

parts.

A system’s complexity may be of one of two forms: disorganized 

complexity and organized complexity. In essence, disorganized 

complexity is a matter of a very large number of parts, and organized 

complexity is a matter of the subject system (quite possibly with only 

a limited number of parts) exhibiting emergent properties.
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In philosophy, systems theory, science, and art, emergence is the way 

complex systems and patterns arise out of a multiplicity of relatively 

simple interactions. Emergence is central to the theories of 

integrative levels and of complex systems.
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Emergent properties are collective properties, which means they are 

properties of collections, not properties of individual parts. The cause 

can often be traced back to the interactions between the parts of 

which a system is made. Often the nature of those interactions is 

more important than the identity of the parts. This concept has found 

a use in the computer science world where swarm intelligence, a 

type of artificial intelligence, is used to control flocks, or swarms, of 

robots.



Cellular Automaton











Game of Life







· Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbours dies, as if caused 

by under-population.

· Any live cell with two or three live neighbours lives on to the next 

generation.

· Any live cell with more than three live neighbours dies, as if by 

overcrowding.

· Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbours becomes a live 

cell, as if by reproduction.







Paskian Environments





In the late 1950's Gordon Pask constructed several electrochemical 

devices having emergent sensory capabilities. These control systems 

possessed the ability to adaptively construct their own sensors, 

thereby choosing the relationship between their internal states and 

the world at large. Devices were built that evolved through 

sensitivity to sound or magnetic fields. Pask's devices have far-

reaching implications for artificial intelligence, self-constructing 

devices, theories of observers and epistemically-autonomous agents, 

theories of functional emergence, machine creativity, and the limits 

of contemporary machine learning paradigms.











Braitenberg’s Vehicles







In the book Vehicles: Experiments in Synthetic Psychology, Valentino 

Braitenberg describes a series of thought experiments in which 

“vehicles” with simple internal structure behave in unexpectedly 

complex ways. He describes simple control mechanisms that 

generate behaviors that, if we did not already know the principles 

behind the vehicles' operation, we might call aggression, love, 

foresight and even optimism. Braitenberg gives this as evidence for 

the “law of uphill analysis and downhill invention,” meaning that it 

is much more difficult to try to guess internal structure just from the 

observation of behavior than it is to create the structure that gives the 

behavior.
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Boids







Boids is an artificial life program, developed by Craig Reynolds in 

1986, which simulates the flocking behaviour of birds. His paper on 

this topic was published in 1987 in the proceedings of the ACM 

SIGGRAPH conference. The name refers to a bird-like object, but its 

pronunciation evokes that of bird in a stereotypical New York accent. 

As with most artificial life simulations, Boids is an example of 

emergent behavior; that is, the complexity of Boids arises from the 

interaction of individual agents (the boids, in this case) adhering to a 

set of simple rules.
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Mandelbrot Set





















L-Systems



An L-system or Lindenmayer system is a parallel rewriting system, 

namely a variant of a formal grammar, most famously used to model 

the growth processes of plant development, but also able to model 

the morphology of a variety of organisms. L-systems can also be used 

to generate self-similar fractals such as iterated function systems. 
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BEAM robotics





The word BEAM in the context of robotics is an acronym for Biology, 

Electronics, Aesthetics, and Mechanics. This is a term that refers to a 

style of robotics that primarily uses simple analogue circuits, such as 

comparators, instead of a microprocessor in order to produce an 

unusually simple design (in comparison to traditional mobile robots) 

that trades flexibility for robustness and efficiency in performing the 

task for which it was designed. Exceptions to the convention of using 

only analog electronics do exist and these are often colloquially 

referred to as mutants. BEAM robots typically consist of a set of the 

aforementioned analog circuits (mimicking biological neurons) 

which facilitate the robot's response to its working environment.
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1. Use the lowest number possible of electronic elements

2. Recycle and reuse technoscrap

3. Use radiant energy (such as solar power)
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Audiotropes react to sound sources.

Audiophiles go towards sound sources.

Audiophobes go away from sound sources.

Phototropes ("light-seekers") react to light sources.

Photophiles (also Photovores) go toward light sources.

Photophobes go away from light sources.

Radiotropes react to radio frequency sources.

Radiophiles go toward RF sources.

Radiophobes go away from RF sources.

Thermotropes react to heat sources.

Thermophiles go toward heat sources.

Thermophobes go away from heat sources.
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Sitters: Unmoving robots that have a physically passive purpose.

Beacons: Transmit a signal (usually a navigational blip) for other BEAMbots to use.

Pummers: Display a "light show".

Ornaments: A catch-all name for sitters that are not beacons or pummers.

Squirmers: Stationary robots that perform an interesting action (usually by moving some sort of limbs or 

appendages).

Magbots: Utilize magnetic fields for their mode of animation.

Flagwavers: Move a display (or "flag") around at a certain frequency.

Heads: Pivot and follow some detectable phenomena, such as a light (These are popular in the BEAM 

community. They can be stand-alone robots, but are more often incorporated into a larger robot.).

Vibrators: Use a small pager motor with an off-centre weight to shake themselves about.

Sliders: Robots that move by sliding body parts smoothly along a surface while remaining in contact with it.

Snakes: Move using a horizontal wave motion.

Earthworms: Move using a longitudinal wave motion.

Crawlers: Robots that move using tracks or by rolling the robot's body with some sort of appendage. The body 

of the robot is not dragged on the ground.

Turbots: Roll their entire bodies using their arm(s) or flagella.

Inchworms: Move part of their bodies ahead, while the rest of the chassis is on the ground.

Tracked robots: Use tracked wheels, like a tank.

Jumpers: Robots which propel themselves off the ground as a means of locomotion.

Vibrobots: Produce an irregular shaking motion moving themselves around a surface.

Springbots: Move forward by bouncing in one particular direction.
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Rollers: Robots that move by rolling all or part of their body.

Symets: Driven using a single motor with its shaft touching the ground, and moves in different directions 

depending on which of several symmetric contact points around the shaft are touching the ground.

Solarrollers: Solar-powered cars that use a single motor driving one or more wheels; often designed to 

complete a fairly short, straight and level course in the shortest amount of time.

Poppers: Use two motors with separate solar engines; rely on differential sensors to achieve a goal.

Miniballs: Shift their centre of mass, causing their spherical bodies to roll.

Walkers: Robots that move using legs with differential ground contact.

Motor Driven: Use motors to move their legs (typically 3 motors or less).

Muscle Wire Driven: Utilize Nitinol (nickel - titanium alloy) wires for their leg actuators.

Swimmers: Robots that move on or below the surface of a liquid (typically water).

Boatbots: Operate on the surface of a liquid.

Subbots: Operate under the surface of a liquid.

Fliers: Robots that move through the air for sustained periods.

Helicopters: Use a powered rotor to provide both lift and propulsion.

Planes: Use fixed or flapping wings to generate lift.

Blimps: Use a neutrally-buoyant balloon for lift.

Climbers: Robot that moves up or down a vertical surface, usually on a track such as a rope or wire.
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In 1999 I started experimenting with basic electronic analogue 

circuits, which led me develop simple miniature robots. All modules 

get their energy from solar cells and can thus work autonomously, 

producing variable tiny sounds and movements. Their aesthetic is 

determined by the functional electronic components. My interest lies 

not so much in the individual output of his miniature robots but in 

their interaction with each other. The focus is on the space, formed 

by the linked modules and on the developed sculptural and acoustic 

fields.




